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The Africa Sky Runners - Wild Waterways Beyond Borders tour
$9,200 per person

The Africa Sky Runners - Africas Wild Waterways, Beyond Borders Safari

A carefully curated expedition, offers a special opportunity to explore the the wildlife,
serenity and adventure offered by some of Africa's Wild waterways; all with the freedom of
our own aircraft and own schedules - beyond borders.  From the mighty Zambezi that
thunders over the Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe and Zambia;  to the lush Chobe river and
game reserve in Botswana;  to the tranquil shores of the Kwando River in Caprivi Namibia;
and back to the Okavango river that meanders through the Delta and Moremi reserve in
Botswana :   this air safari offers a exploration of nature's wonders, promising memories to
last a lifetime.    Finish it off with an optional beach experience on the serene coastline in
Tofo, Mozambique. 

6 countries, 5 amazing waterways, all connected by private flights with aerial scenic views
of some of the most stunning wildlife reserves and waterways in the world.  

The price quoted above is per person for four people and includes all accommodation,
meals and drinks, all flights with Africa Sky Runners (in 1 aircraft), airport taxes and
landing fees and all excursions and game viewing activities.  

(Price per person for 3 people $10,100, price per person for 2 people $12,450))

Includes personal pilot, host and guide for the duration of the trip



Additional excursions and different destinations can be added on request for additional
fees. 
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Trip Summary

10:00 Africa Sky Runners - Private Flight Cessna 206/ Cessna 210
14:00 Check in - Private Guest House : Victoria falls

9:00 Experience the majesty of Victoria Falls - Victoria Falls National Park
13:00 Lunch at the Lookout Cafe
16:00 Wild Waterway 1 - Sunset cruise on the Zambezi

10:00 Experience Victoria Falls from the Air - en route to Chobe
14:00 Check in at Chobe Safari Lodge - Chobe Safari Lodge
15:30 Sunset cruise and game viewing by boat on the Chobe river

6:00 Game drive - Chobe Game reserve
10:00 Fly to your next Wild Waterway - Lianshulu Lodge on the Kwando River in Namibia
13:00 Check in at Lianshulu Bush Lodge - Lianshulu Bush Lodge
16:00 Evening game drive in Mudumo game reserve

6:00 Morning game drive in Mudumo game reserve
15:00 Sunset Game viewing cruise on the Kwando river and Sundowners

6:00 Morning game drive in Mudumo game reserve
10:00 Fly to your next Wild Waterway - the Okavango Delta
14:00 Settle into Lazy River camp site

10:00 Fly further into the Okavango Delta - Xakanaka and Moremi Game Reserve
13:00 Wild picnic lunch under Mopani Trees
14:00 Our private bush camp in Moremi

6:00 Morning game drive in Moremi game reserve
13:30 An afternoon on the Okavango: Island picnic lunch then Sunset cruise and game viewing by boat

6:00 Morning game drive in Moremi game reserve
10:00 Fly to your next Adventure - The mesmerising Mozambique coast
14:00 Fly low level from Vilancoulos to Inhambane - and a scenic flight over the Bazaruto archipeligo
16:00 Check in at Baia Sonambula - Baia Sonambula

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9
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Day at Leisure experiencing all that Tofo has to offer
19:00 Private Seafood barbeque dinner

Day at Leisure experiencing all that Tofo has to offer
19:00 Experience Tofo nightlife

10:00 Return Flights - Inhambane to Johannesburg

Day 10

Day 11

Day 12
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Day 1

10:00 DEPARTURE - 3 hr
Africa Sky Runners - Private Flight Cessna 206/ Cessna 210
Start your incredible adventure with Africa Sky Runners and board your flight at Lanseria International airport for a direct
flight to Victoria Falls. 

Flights are conducted in a Cessna 206  or Cessna 210 single engine piston, 6 seater, CAA Type-Certified aircraft by a
qualified and type-rated pilot 

 

14:00 CHECK-IN
Check in - Private Guest House : Victoria falls
Check into your own secluded and private guest house. A perfect base to explore the town and all the attractions and
experiences available in Victoria falls, but away from the hustle and bustle of the town of Victoria falls, teeming with tourists.
 

Your dedicated driver is available to take you to explore the town and attractions at your convenience.

The home provides comfortable accommodation and a private pool and air conditioning to cool off from sweltering heat and
catering can be arranged - or experience many of the culinary delights in the city. 

 

Day 2

9:00
Experience the majesty of Victoria Falls - Victoria Falls National Park
Mosi-Oa-Tunya: The Smoke that Thunders...! 
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Experience the unforgettable spectacle of Victoria Falls, one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World and a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Straddling the border between Zimbabwe and Zambia, the Victoria Falls present a powerful display of
the raw majesty of the Zambezi River.

Wander along the trails in the Victoria Falls National park taking you to the edge of the gorge with views of the mighty
Zambezi tumbling over the edge with a spectacular display.  

Truly one of the seven wonders of the world that have to be seen and experienced at least once in your life. 

13:00
Lunch at the Lookout Cafe
Continue the full experience of Victoria Falls and gorge, with a delicious lunch and sip a Zambezi lager while admiring one
of the most spectacular restaurant views in the world. 

16:00
Wild Waterway 1 - Sunset cruise on the Zambezi
Experience the magic of Victoria Falls with an unforgettable Sunset Cruise on the Zambezi River. As the sun dips below the
horizon, casting a golden glow over the mighty falls, you'll embark on a serene journey that combines breathtaking natural
beauty with comfort. Relax on board a spacious boat as you sip on a Gin and Tonic and snacks while taking in the
spectacular scenery.  

The cruise offers the perfect opportunity to spot local wildlife, graceful elephants or playful hippos, in their natural habitat -
on either the Zimbabwe or Zambian shores.  The Zambezi Sunset Cruise promises an unforgettable experience that will
leave you with memories to last a lifetime. 

Don't miss the chance to witness the Zambezi River's enchanting beauty as the sun sets over the iconic Victoria Falls.
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Day 3

10:00 DEPARTURE - Central Africa Time - 45 min
Experience Victoria Falls from the Air - en route to Chobe
Experience an unparalleled view of the majestic Victoria falls with a birds eye view of one of Africa's most iconic natural
wonders. Breathtaking panoramic views of the falls, where cascading sheets of water plunge into the dramatic Batoka
Gorge, sending mist billowing into the sky. 

Thereafter we follow the course of the meandering Zambezi River, offering a unique perspective of the untamed wilderness
below to descend and land at Kasane, your gateway to Chobe National Park. 

This scenic flight is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that seamlessly combines natural wonder and untamed wilderness,
promising memories that will last a lifetime

14:00 CHECK-IN - Central Africa Time
Check in at Chobe Safari Lodge
After clearing Botswana entrance formalities at Kasane, a short 10 minute road transfer and check into a Chobe Safari
lodge for a home base to explore the magnificent Chobe National park for up-close wildlife and reliable game viewing.

Chobe Safari Lodge is situated in Kasane on the banks of the Chobe River and shares a border with Chobe National Park.
Right on the doorstep is the meeting of four African countries: Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe and Zambia. 

It provides Kasane’s top sunset spots. Riverfront location affords stunning sundowners and an easily accessible boat cruise
departure point for sunsets on the Chobe River.

Accommodation in luxury river facing rooms:  Sip coffee on the river-facing porch and watch warthogs parading across the
lush lawns overlooking the Chobe River. It’s an endlessly entertaining animal parade between adventurous activities!
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15:30 - Central Africa Time - 3 hr
Sunset cruise and game viewing by boat on the Chobe river
As the sun sets over the pristine Chobe River a special experience awaits.  A sunset cruise and game viewing excursion on
the Chobe River is a tranquil yet thrilling journey through the heart of Chobe National Park, a wildlife haven in Botswana. 

The soft afternoon light creates a picturesque backdrop for your adventure. The calm waters of the Chobe River are a
magnet for a dazzling array of wildlife, from herds of elephants at the water's edge for a refreshing drink to hippos
wallowing in the shallows and crocodiles lurking on the riverbanks. 

Bird enthusiasts will be delighted by the myriad of avian species in teh air and waterways. 

Sip on a Gin and Tonic and experience the stillness of the evening broken only by the soothing sounds of the river and the
calls of the wild. 

As the sun dips below the horizon, casting a vivid tapestry of colors across the African sky, you'll be left with a sense of
wonder and gratitude for the natural beauty that surrounds you, making this sunset cruise and game viewing experience on
the Chobe River an unforgettable memory.

Day 4

6:00 - Central Africa Time - 3 hr
Game drive - Chobe Game reserve
Embark on an exhilarating game drive through the renowned Chobe National Park, one of Africa's most spectacular wildlife
destinations. Experience the diversity of the park, from lush floodplains to dense woodlands and open grasslands, in
search of the incredible wildlife that calls this place home.

Chobe Safari Lodge
Chobe River, Kasane, Botswana
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Chobe is renowned for its abundant elephant populations, and your game drive is likely to bring you face to face with these
gentle giants as they graze, bathe, and socialize along the riverbanks. The park is also teeming with other iconic African
species, including lions, leopards, buffalo, and a myriad of antelope species. Keep your camera ready to capture these
magnificent creatures in their natural habitat.

 

10:00 DEPARTURE - Central Africa Time - 1 hr
Fly to your next Wild Waterway - Lianshulu Lodge on the Kwando River in Namibia
Prepare for another remarkable aerial adventure as we depart from Kasane, Botswana, en route to Lianshulu Camp on the
Kwando River in Namibia, with a brief stopover in Katima Mulilo for customs formalities. 

Our journey reveals the beautiful landscapes and incredible beauty of the African wilderness.

As our aircraft takes off from Kasane Airport, we travel over the Zambezi Region (formerly known as the Caprivi Strip)
where this unique corridor of Namibia boasts an intricate network of waterways, lush wetlands, and wildlife-rich floodplains.

Lianshulu Camp, located on the tranquil banks of the Kwando River has meandering channels and lush riverine vegetation
creating a striking contrast to the surrounding savannah and woodlands.

As we descend towards Lianshulu Camp, you'll catch glimpses of the Kwando River's serene waters, where hippos may
wallow and elephants frequently come to drink. This remote and pristine corner of Namibia offers a secluded retreat into
the heart of African wilderness, with abundant wildlife and stunning natural beauty.

The journey from Kasane to Lianshulu Camp by air is not only a practical means of travel but also a captivating prelude to
the untouched natural wonders that await you in this remote corner of Namibia.

 

13:00 CHECK-IN - Central Africa Time
Check in at Lianshulu Bush Lodge
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Check in to the luxury Lianshulu Lodge, located in a pristine and untouched corner of Namibia's wilderness.  It comprises
10 chalets overlooking the Lianshulu Lagoon on the Kwando river. The lodge is located on an 800 ha of exclusive private
concession inside the Mudumu National Park in north-eastern Namibia on the Kwando River teaming with elephant,
buffalo, hippo, lion, leopard, zebra, giraffe and many different antelope. 

The lodge provides game drives, boat cruises, fishing and birding. 

Lianshulu situated under a canopy of riverine forest consists of open savannahs, bushveld, wetlands and Kalahari
woodlands.

16:00 - Central Africa Time
Evening game drive in Mudumo game reserve
 
As the sun lower above the horizon and the temperature cools, the animals of this remarkable reserve become more
active, creating an exciting opportunity for wildlife enthusiasts.

The safari vehicle, guided by expert local rangers, navigates the rugged terrain of Mudumu, deep into its diverse
ecosystems, which range from open grasslands to dense woodlands. A variety of fascinating wildlife species, including
elephants, buffalo, giraffes, zebras, and numerous antelope species can be seen. 

The obligatory stop for sundowners and snacks in a safe space allows a different experience of the African Wilderness. 

As the sun sets, the bush glows with the rich colours of soft light and the sounds of the African evening emerge, from the
haunting calls of distant lions to the chirping of crickets and the occasional hoot of an owl, will surround you, immersing you
in the primal rhythms of the wilderness.

Mudumu Game Reserve is known for its pristine and remote nature, offering a genuine wilderness experience that is off the
beaten path. The evening game drive here provides a sense of adventure and connection with nature that is both
exhilarating and deeply moving, allowing you to witness the enchanting world of African wildlife . It's a captivating journey
that offers a unique perspective on the untamed beauty of Mudumu

Lianshulu Bush Lodge
Kwando River, Mundumo National Park, Namibia
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Day 5

6:00
Morning game drive in Mudumo game reserve
Embark on another wilderness experience as the first light of day breaks over Mudumu Game Reserve with a sunrise game
drive. 

As we set out before dawn in the cool morning air and soft light, the landscape is painted with shades of gold and pink, and
the rising sun casts long shadows, creating a picturesque backdrop.

Keep your eyes peeled for the elusive predators that may still be active after a night of hunting, like lions and leopards.

As the sun climbs higher in the sky, the savannah comes alive with activity. Herds of antelope may graze peacefully,
giraffes stretch their long necks to reach succulent leaves, and elephants lumber gracefully through the landscape. The
ever-changing tableau of life in Mudumu is a spectacle to behold.

The morning game drive is not just about the wildlife but also the tranquility and serenity of the natural surroundings. It's a
time to absorb the profound beauty of the African bush, to breathe in the fresh air, and to feel a deep connection with the
land and its inhabitants.

Return to the lodge for a hearty breakfast and a day of relaxing before embarking on our next wildlife adventure. 

 

15:00 - 3 hr 30 min
Sunset Game viewing cruise on the Kwando river and Sundowners
As the sun sets over the serene waters of the Kwando River, we again prepare for a magical afternoon and evening of
wonder and tranquillity. A sunset cruise on the Kwando River followed by sundowners is an experience that will etch itself
into your memory forever.

We float off into the gentle current of the Kwando on a stable and comfortable riverboat, meandering through pristine
wilderness and lush riverine vegetation. The reflective surface of the river mirrors the flaming colors of the African sky as
the sun paints the horizon with shades of orange, pink, and gold. 

As we drift along, the riverbanks are alive with wildlife. Elephants may be spotted on the river's edge, enjoying a late
afternoon drink, while hippos submerge themselves, only to resurface with a contented snort. Crocodiles sunbathe on the
sandy banks, and birdlife in all its diversity fills the air with melodious calls.

We find a tranquil spot to anchor where we are treated to sundowners – refreshing drinks and delectable snacks, allowing a
toast to the day's end in this idyllic setting.

The sunset cruise and sundowners on the Kwando River offer a profound connection with the untamed wilderness of
Africa, an experience that embodies the essence of a true safari adventure.
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Day 6

6:00
Morning game drive in Mudumo game reserve
Embark on another wilderness experience as the first light of day breaks over Mudumu Game Reserve with a sunrise game
drive. 

We set out before dawn in the cool morning air and the landscape is painted with shades of gold and pink, and the rising
sun casts long shadows, creating a picturesque backdrop.

Look our for elusive predators that may still be active after a night of hunting, like lions and leopards.

As the sun climbs higher the bush comes alive with antelope giraffes and elephant.

The morning game drive is not just about the wildlife but also the tranquility and serenity of the natural surroundings. It's a
time to absorb the profound beauty of the African bush, to breathe in the fresh air, and to feel a deep connection with the
land and its inhabitants.

Return to the lodge for a hearty breakfast and a day of relaxing before embarking on our next wildlife adventure. 

 

10:00 DEPARTURE - 1 hr
Fly to your next Wild Waterway - the Okavango Delta
After a short drive from the lodge we board our Cessnas again and depart with a brief stopover in Katima Mulilo for
customs formalities, to Maun in Botswana for our destination in the Okavango Delta. 

Yet again, your journey will showcase the breathtaking landscapes and the boundless beauty of the African wilderness.

Flying low over the northern expanses of the world famous Okavango Delta, this unique wetland boasts an intricate
network of waterways, lush wetlands, and wildlife-rich floodplains.  Watch hippos and elephant wallowing and plains
teeming with antelope from our unique perspective in the air. 
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Landing at Maun to clear border formalities, we start the next chapter of our journey into Wild Waterways onto the
Okavango River., 

 

14:00 CHECK-IN
Settle into Lazy River camp site
After a transfer by road from the bustling town of Maun we transfer by road through communal lands, providing an
opportunity to observe and experience the local culture and landscape , directly to the shores of the Okavango river to the
magnificent Lazy River camp set up by our partners Shangana Safaris

Settle into your comfortable tents pitched night next to a tranquil lagoon established by an estuary of the Okavango.  
Immerse yourself in the sights and sounds of the wilderness.  listen to the sounds of Hippos snorting and wallowing close
by and water lapping gently at the shore.  

As the sun sets, unwind with a classic sundown experience, sipping on a gin and tonic while you soak in the breathtaking
Okavango landscape. 

Our day concludes with a magical campfire experience, where you can gather around the fire with your fellow travelers and
enjoy a hearty meal. This communal dining experience adds to the sense of adventure and camaraderie.

Day 7

10:00 DEPARTURE - 30 min
Fly further into the Okavango Delta - Xakanaka and Moremi Game Reserve
After a hearty breakfast and road transfer back to Maun, we do another short flight further into the Okavango delta - to the
magnificent Moremi game reserve.

The next phase of this adventure involves a short flight further into the Okavango Delta. This scenic flight takes you over
the delta's magnificent landscapes, giving you a bird's eye view of this unique wetland.
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The Okavango Delta is known for its intricate network of waterways, lush wetlands, and abundant wildlife. Flying low over
the delta, you'll have the opportunity to see the region's incredible biodiversity, including hippos, elephants, and a abundant
antelope species. Yet again, your journey will showcase the breathtaking landscapes and the boundless beauty of the
African wilderness  

Landing at Xakanaka airstrip we park the aircraft and get collected by our guides to take us to our private camp Moremi  

 

13:00
Wild picnic lunch under Mopani Trees
On route to our campsite we take the opportunity to immediately immerse ourselves into the captivating beauty of the
Moremi Game Reserve

An al fresco picnic lunch, set up beneath the protective canopy of giant mopani trees provide dappled shade - a respite
from the African sun,. 

Savour a special meal.  And we're not alone. Just a stone's throw away, majestic elephants and a graceful impalas graze
peacefully, as if granting us an audience to their daily routines. 

Playful monkeys, ever-watchful, perch on nearby branches, their mischievous eyes fixed on us, patiently waiting for the
chance that we might share a morsel of our meal. 

In this harmonious convergence of humans and wildlife, the enchanting sounds of nature and the thrill of close encounters
create another unforgettable experience - a shared moment in the heart of the African wilderness.

14:00 CHECK-IN
Our private bush camp in Moremi
Nestled in the heart of the Moremi Game Reserve, our private bush camp unveils a rustic yet inviting oasis beneath the
sprawling mopani trees. 

Surrounded by the untamed wilderness, our comfortable tents offer a perfect blend of adventure and relaxation. Each tent
is thoughtfully furnished with cozy beds and quality bedding, ensuring a restful night's sleep after exhilarating days of
wildlife exploration. 
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The camp boasts all the essential facilities for a comfortable stay, including a separate bathroom area, providing rustic but
necessary comforts amidst the rugged beauty of the African bush. 

With the earthy aroma of the mopani trees and the symphony of the wild as our soundtrack, this camp immerses us in the
captivating essence of the Moremi Game

The amazing bush and wildlife experience is completed by nights around the campfire re-telling stories of the day's wildlife
encounters. Star-studded African skies provide a magnificent backdrop for unforgettable evenings, where the wild
symphony of the reserve takes center stage. 

A night around an african campfire - truly one of lifes great experiences!

 

Day 8

6:00
Morning game drive in Moremi game reserve
Experience the full beauty of the Moremi Game Reserve and the Okavango Delta, with an early morning game drive.  

At first light with the sky still soft pastel colours, we head off in our open safari vehicle.

Moremi and the Delta teems with a wide array of wildlife, and you might spot tracks left by elusive predators like lions and
leopards, who often hunt during the cooler morning hours.

Spot game like zebra, giraffe and the special aquatic mammal - the red lechwe - grazing on the edges of the flood plains 

Also during these early hours the incredible diversity of birdlife becomes active.  There is always the chance to spot rare
endemic or seasonal migrant waterbirds. 

Stop for a coffee break next to the floodplains and get the opportunity to watch nature more closely . 

Birdsong fills the air, and nature comes alive with the chatter of mischievous monkeys to the distant calls of birds of prey
and the haunting call of the African Fish Eagle. 

Appreciate not only the larger wildlife but also the wide incredible diversity of bird species in the area. The reed-lined
waterways are often dotted with jacanas and other wading birds, offering ample birding opportunities amid the picturesque
landscape. 

Moremi Game Reserve is renowned for its rich birdlife, making it a birdwatcher's paradise.
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13:30 - 5 hr
An afternoon on the Okavango: Island picnic lunch then Sunset cruise and game viewing by boat
We leave our camp and head to the boat jetty to embark for an afternoon of adventure on the Okavango delta.  

Watching wildlife all along the way by boat, we explore multiple channels of the delta looking out for elephants as they
gather on the riverbanks, dipping their massive frames into the water, peacefully munching away on lush grass,
undisturbed by our presence, while lechwe bound through the waters and buffalo wallow in pools at the edges. 

We park the boat against the shore of another island in the Delta and unpack our tables and chairs in the wilderness for a
stunning picnic under the shade of trees.   Keeping an eye on elephant and other game from a safe distance - each of us
enjoying our own meals. 

After a leisurely lunch, immersed in nature, we get back on the boat to head further up the river to enjoy a sunset cruise
along the Okavango River

A truly transcendent experience that unveils the Okavango delta's enchanting beauty in the most captivating light. 

As the sun gets lower, casting a warm, golden glow on the tranquil waters, the boat drifts gently revealing more of the
pristine wilderness. 

Exotic birdlife fills the air, their silhouettes vivid against the colours of the setting sun. 

The ambiance and the allure of the Okavango River at sunset create an unforgettable moment of serenity and wonder, as
nature's finest display unfolds before your eyes.

As the sun sets, sip on a Gin and Tonic and experience the stillness of the evening broken only by the soothing sounds of
the river and the calls of the wild. 

Another truly magnificent experience!  

 

Day 9
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6:00 - Central Africa Time
Morning game drive in Moremi game reserve
Experience more of the full beauty of the Moremi Game Reserve and the Okavango Delta, with another early morning
game drive before we depart for our next adventure

 

 

10:00 DEPARTURE - Central Africa Time - 4 hr
Fly to your next Adventure - The mesmerising Mozambique coast
After a short drive from camp we again board our super Cessnas and depart from the Xakanaka airstrip. 

Highlighting the unparalleled freedom and flexibility offered by Africa Sky Runners, we choose to fly to Mozambique,
instead of returning South to South Africa. 

Mozambique's Vilanculos - another wild waterway.  This time a stunning indian ocean coastline.

The Cessnas soar above the boundless landscapes of this diverse region, not confined by rigid schedules or
predetermined routes. 

The vast Indian Ocean coastline of Mozambique beckons with its stunning beauty, and our flexible approach ensures that
you can embrace the call of adventure when and where it speaks the loudest.

A brief stopover in Francistown for customs formalities, we fly to Vilancoulos and enter Mozambiqe - our 6th country.  

 

 

14:00 - Central Africa Time
Fly low level from Vilancoulos to Inhambane - and a scenic flight over the Bazaruto archipeligo
We leave Vilancoulos and fly down the coast to the town of Inhambane. 
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And we use the opportunity to have another special Africa Sky Runners experience:  An exhilarating low-level scenic flight
over the mesmerizing Bazaruto Archipelago, a journey that unveils a tapestry of natural beauty and azure waters like no
other. You're greeted with a sweeping panorama of the Indian Ocean's turquoise expanse, its hues merging seamlessly
with the sky. The archipelago's islands emerge from the horizon like scattered jewels, each one adorned with pristine white
sands that meet the gentle lapping waves. From the vantage point of the low-flying aircraft, you witness the intricate details
of the coastline, the contours of the islands, and the rich coral reefs that encircle them.

The flight takes you over the shimmering waters, revealing a palette of blues that range from the palest aquamarine near
the shores to the deep indigo farther out. As you soar lower, the palm-fringed shores come into focus, revealing secluded
coves, hidden lagoons, and vibrant coral gardens just beneath the surface. Schools of tropical fish dart through the
crystalline shallows, and the occasional glimpse of a majestic ray or a gliding turtle adds to the awe-inspiring spectacle. 

The low-level flight over the Bazaruto Archipelago offers a breathtaking encounter with nature's artistry, leaving you with
memories of an aerial expedition that is nothing short of awe-inspiring.

 

16:00 CHECK-IN - Central Africa Time
Check in at Baia Sonambula
The Baia Sonambula Guesthouse is a tropical paradise on the beach at Tofo - a village close to the town of Inhambane in
Mozambique.

Dive centres, bars and restaurants are all within walking distance of this beach haven property. 

Step off the patio of your cottage onto the Tofo beach..  A special paradise for relaxing and appreciating beach life. 

During the stay, guests can start each morning with a delicious breakfast. Watching the Humpback Whales from the
comfort of your deck or heading out on an ultimate dive experience, the guesthouse serves as a wonderful base.

 

Baia Sonambula
Tofo Beach, Inhambane Province, Mozambique
29 329 032
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Day 10

Day at Leisure experiencing all that Tofo has to offer
Tofo, a picturesque village nestled along the coast of Inhambane, Mozambique, is a hidden gem that offers a wealth of
activities and attractions 

1. Stunning Beaches: Tofo boasts some of the most beautiful and pristine beaches in the world. With its powdery white
sand and turquoise waters, it's an ideal place to relax, sunbathe, and swim.

2. Diving and Snorkeling: Tofo is renowned for its incredible marine life. The warm waters of the Indian Ocean attract
divers and snorkelers from all over the globe. The highlight is the chance to swim with whale sharks, manta rays, and
an array of colorful fish species.

3. Whale Watching: Humpback whales migrate along the coast of Tofo, offering an incredible opportunity for whale
watching during the season.

4. Surfing: The Indian Ocean's waves make Tofo a popular destination for surfers of all skill levels. Surf schools are
available for beginners.

5. Ocean Safaris: Take a boat trip to explore the offshore islands, encounter dolphins, and discover hidden coves and
coral reefs.

6. Local Markets: The village features vibrant local markets where you can buy fresh produce, arts and crafts, and
interact with the friendly locals.

7. Beach Horseback Riding: Experience the stunning coastline on horseback with guided beach rides.
8. Sunset Views: Tofo offers breathtaking sunset views over the Indian Ocean, providing the perfect backdrop for

romantic moments and relaxation.

19:00
Private Seafood barbeque dinner
In the warm evening air, with the scent of the salty ocean breeze and the soothing sound of waves breaking on the shore
we settle in for a seafood feast on our patio of our beachfront bungalow.  

Our local chef, has selected the best locally caught treasures from the market and prepares them for our feast .

As the sun casts sets with golden colours, we sit at a rustic beachside table, with your toes buried in the soft, warm sand,
decorated with flickering candlelight, creating a cozy and romantic atmosphere.

The aroma of grilling seafood wafts from an open-fire barbecue nearby and watch as our chef expertly grills a catch of the
day, plump prawns, tender calamari, and a flaky white fish, all seasoned with fragrant spices and herbs. The sizzle and
crackle of the grill add to the symphony of ocean sounds.

Accompanied by vibrant, tropical salads and coconut rice, creamy and aromatic, serves as the perfect complement to the
flavors of the sea.

All with a bottle of chilled white wine to enhance the flavors of the seafood and refresh your palate between bites.

Relish this moment, savoring every bite of your seafood dinner. The combination of exquisite cuisine, the tranquil beach
setting, and the enchanting atmosphere makes this an unforgettable dining experience, a true celebration of Mozambique's
coastal delights.

Another special Africa Sky Runners experience!
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Day 11

Day at Leisure experiencing all that Tofo has to offer
Tofo, a picturesque village nestled along the coast of Inhambane, Mozambique, is a hidden gem that offers a wealth of
activities and attractions 

1. Stunning Beaches: Tofo boasts some of the most beautiful and pristine beaches in the world. With its powdery white
sand and turquoise waters, it's an ideal place to relax, sunbathe, and swim.

2. Diving and Snorkeling: Tofo is renowned for its incredible marine life. The warm waters of the Indian Ocean attract
divers and snorkelers from all over the globe. The highlight is the chance to swim with whale sharks, manta rays, and
an array of colorful fish species.

3. Whale Watching: Humpback whales migrate along the coast of Tofo, offering an incredible opportunity for whale
watching during the season.

4. Surfing: The Indian Ocean's waves make Tofo a popular destination for surfers of all skill levels. Surf schools are
available for beginners.

5. Ocean Safaris: Take a boat trip to explore the offshore islands, encounter dolphins, and discover hidden coves and
coral reefs.

6. Local Markets: The village features vibrant local markets where you can buy fresh produce, arts and crafts, and
interact with the friendly locals.

7. Beach Horseback Riding: Experience the stunning coastline on horseback with guided beach rides.
8. Sunset Views: Tofo offers breathtaking sunset views over the Indian Ocean, providing the perfect backdrop for

romantic moments and relaxation.

19:00
Experience Tofo nightlife
Tofo's beach village transforms into a vibrant nightlife, where the rhythms of Mozambican life come alive under the starlit
sky. The air is filled with the enticing aroma of local delicacies sizzling on open grills, and the soft strains of live music draw
you toward the heart of the village. Engaging conversations flow easily with locals and fellow travelers alike, as you share
stories and laughter over delicious seafood platters and traditional Mozambican dishes.
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Amidst the candlelit tables and the sounds of waves caressing the shoreline, the atmosphere is electric with a palpable
sense of camaraderie. Live performances showcase the region's cultural tapestry, with vibrant dance moves and soulful
melodies. As the evening unfolds, the rhythm of the night takes over, inviting you to sway to the music or simply soak in the
festive ambiance. The interaction with the friendly locals lends authenticity to the experience, offering glimpses into the
warmth and vibrancy of Tofo's community spirit. This seaside village's nightlife offers a perfect blend of local flavors,
welcoming faces, and the lulling sound of the ocean, creating unforgettable memories of evenings spent immersed in
Mozambique's coastal magic.

Day 12

10:00 DEPARTURE - 3 hr
Return Flights - Inhambane to Johannesburg
All too soon, the incredible adventure and experience of 12 days exploring many of Africas Wild Waterways and going
beyond the constraints of borders, our journey comes to an end.

A short road transfer back from Tofo to Inhambane airport and we clear customs and fly direct from Inhambane to Lanseria
international aiport:

As the journey draws to a close, you're left with a tapestry of memories woven from the diverse experiences that have
unfolded along the way. From the magnificent adventure of Victoria falls, to the ethereal tranquility of the Chobe river, to the
wild and remoteness of the Kwando river and the exhilirating experience of the Okavango Delta and Moremi game reserve.
 Each adventure and experience has etched itself into the fabric of your travels and experiences. 

Low-level flights gifted you with a bird's-eye view of Wild Waterways and majestic landscapes, while the seaside escapes in
Inhambane and Tofo immersed you in the essence of coastal living. 

Sunsets on rivers, up close and personal experiences with wildlife and a conclusion on a serene beach have woven
themselves into the story of the journey, creating a mosaic of moments that capture the heart and soul of these
extraordinary corners of Africa. 

Bid farewell to these unforgettable experiences, in a final flight from Inhambane to Lanseria, but carry with you the colors,
sounds, and emotions that have turned this adventure into a cherished chapter in the story of your explorations.

5300km of flying

13 takeoffs and landings

12 nights

6 countries

5 destinations

ONE  AMAZING EXPERIENCE AND ADVENTURE!
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